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Abstract— Motion-planning problems can be solved by
discretizing the continuous configuration space, for example with graph-based or cell-based techniques. We study
rapidly exploring random trees (RRTs) as an example of
graph-based techniques and the parti-game method as an
example of cell-based techniques. We then propose partigame directed RRTs (PDRRTs) as a novel technique that
combines them. PDRRTs are based on the parti-game
method but use RRTs as local controllers rather than the
simplistic controllers used by the parti-game method. Our
experimental results show that PDRRTs plan faster and
solve more motion-planning problems than RRTs and plan
faster and with less memory than the parti-game method.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Motion planning [1] involves finding trajectories in
high-dimensional continuous configuration spaces, for
example, by using discrete search methods after discretizing the configuration spaces. Configuration spaces
can be discretized in different ways, for example with
roadmap or cell-decomposition techniques:
Roadmap techniques [2] [3] [4] [5] determine graphs
that lie in freespace and represent its connectivity.
Systematic techniques are not well suited for highdimensional spaces. An example is techniques that construct Voronoi graphs. Consequently, researchers use
sampling techniques. An example is rapidly exploring
random trees (RRTs) [6], a simple but versatile roadmap
technique that builds trees. Sampling techniques are
typically probability-complete, meaning that they find
a trajectory, if one exists, with a probability that approaches one as their run time increases.
Cell-decomposition techniques [7] [8], on the other
hand, decompose the configuration space into cells.
They are typically systematic and thus resolutioncomplete, meaning that they find a trajectory if one
exists within the minimum resolution of the decomposition. Uniform terrain discretizations can prevent one
from finding a plan if they are too coarse-grained and
result in large spaces that cannot be searched efficiently
if they are too fine-grained. Consequently, researchers
use nonuniform terrain discretizations. An example is
the parti-game method [9], a reinforcement-learning
method that starts with a coarse terrain discretization and
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refines it during execution by splitting cells only when
and where it is needed (for example, around obstacles).
In this paper, we propose a novel technique that
combines the advantages of RRTs and the parti-game
method. Our parti-game directed RRTs (PDRRTs) are
based on the parti-game method but use RRTs as local
controllers. PDRRTs differ from recent work that studied
hybrids of two different sampling techniques, such as
RRTs and probabilistic roadmaps [10], because they
provide a systematic way of improving the performance
of RRTs. The main insight of this paper is precisely that
the combination of sampling and systematic techniques
can result in very powerful motion-planning techniques.
Depending on their parameters, PDRRTs can behave
like RRTs, the parti-game method, or a hybrid. Our
experimental results show that PDRRTs can plan faster
and solve more motion-planning problems than RRTs
because the parti-game method directs the searches
performed by the RRTs, which allows PDRRTs to solve
more motion-planning problems with small passages.
Our experimental results also show that PDRRTs can
plan faster and with less memory than the parti-game
method because RRTs are more capable controllers than
the simplistic controllers used by the parti-game method,
which allows PDRRTs to split fewer cells than the partigame method.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II provides
a brief description of RRTs and the parti-game method.
Section III introduces our PDRRT method. Section IV
presents the experimental setup of our comparison of
PDRRTs, RRTs and the parti-game method, and Section V presents our results. Section VI describes several
possible improvements of basic PDRRTs that extend
their applications. Section VII presents related work and
Section VIII presents ideas for future work.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we describe both RRTs and the partigame method in sufficient detail to be able to describe in
the following section how to combine them. We describe
the parti-game method in greater detail than RRTs
because robotics researchers tend to be less familiar with
it.

A. RRTs
RRTs [6] build a tree in freespace, starting at the start
point. They repeatedly generate a random sample point
and then grow the tree by adding an edge of a given
length from the vertex on the tree that is closest to
the sample point toward the sample point. RRTs can be
biased to grow toward the goal point by returning the
goal point (instead of a random point) as sample point
with small probability. RRTs overcome the problems
of earlier roadmap techniques, such as probabilistic
roadmaps [3], by biasing their search toward unexplored
regions of the freespace. There exist a number of variations of basic RRTs, for example bi-directional versions,
that try to connect a tree that is grown from the start
point to the goal point with one that is grown in the
opposite direction [11].
B. The Parti-Game Method
The parti-game method [9] discretizes terrain into
rectangular cells of nonuniform size. It starts with an
initial coarse terrain discretization and assumes that it
has a number of local controllers available in each cell,
namely one for each neighboring cell. These controllers
must be provided by the user. The parti-game method
makes the optimistic default assumption that the execution of each controller from any point in the cell
eventually reaches some point in the neighboring cell
(with a cost that equals the Euclidean distance between
the center of the cells), even though this assumption is
not justified since the parti-game method uses a very
simplistic controller that just aims for the center of
the neighboring cell and can thus, for example, get
stuck in front of obstacles. Once the parti-game method
has selected a controller, it continues to use the same
controller until it either gets blocked by an obstacle or
enters a new cell. It uses a minimax search to determine
which controller to use in each cell to reach the cell that
contains the goal point, under the current assumptions
about the effects of the controllers. It does this by
determining the minimax goal distance of each cell and
assigning it the controller that minimizes its minimax
goal distance.
If the parti-game method finds a solution, it starts
to execute it until it either reaches the cell that
contains the goal point (it does not need to reach
the goal point itself) or the currently used controller
has an unexpected effect: it either does not leave
the current cell within a given amount of time
or it leaves the current cell but reaches a cell
different from the intended neighboring cell. If the
currently used controller has an unexpected effect,
the parti-game method records the newly observed
effect as a triple and, from now on, assumes that

the the execution of the current controller from
any point in the current cell can also result in
some point in the cell that the current execution
actually resulted in. The observed effects overwrite
the default assumption about the effects. The partigame method then uses another minimax search to
again determine which controller to use in each cell
under the current assumptions about the effects of
the controllers, and repeats the process.
If the parti-game method does not find a solution,
then it assumes that the terrain discretization is too
coarse-grained. It therefore refines the terrain discretization by splitting all cells that are unsolvable
(that is, have an infinite minimax goal distance),
have a size that is larger than the minimum cell
size, and border solvable cells - to try to make them
solvable. It also splits all cells that are solvable,
have a size that is larger than the minimum cell
size, and border unsolvable cells - to ensure that
neighboring cells have similar sizes. Each cell is
split into two cells perpendicular to its longest axis.
(The axis of the split is chosen randomly for square
cells.) The parti-game method again assumes that it
has a number of local controllers available in each
new cell, namely one for each neighboring cell. It
further makes again the optimistic default assumption that the execution of each controller from any
point in the new cell eventually reaches some point
in the neighboring cell. This assumption makes the
current cell solvable. It then uses another minimax
search to again determine which controller to use in
each cell under the current assumptions about the
effects of the controllers, and repeats the process.
Figure 1 illustrates the behavior of the parti-game
method. The circle marks the location of robot and the
cross marks the goal region. The robot initially moves up
and gets blocked. It then moves right and gets blocked
again (a). At this point, the lower-left cell becomes
unsolvable. The lower-left cell is now an unsolvable cell
that borders solvable cells and the upper-left and lowerright cells are solvable cells that border an unsolvalble
cell. Thus, these three cells are split. The robot now
moves up and gets blocked immediately. It then moves
right and again gets blocked immediately. Finally, it
moves down (b) and then succeeds in moving to the
goal point (c).
The parti-game method can also be used as a multiquery planner by maintaining the terrain discretization
between queries. If it repeatedly solves the same motionplanning problem, for example, then it refines its terrain
discretization over time until it converges to both a
terrain discretization and a trajectory. All future queries
then return this trajectory. Figure 2 shows an example.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 1.

Query 1. No. of cells: 574. Trajectory length: 387.

(a)

(c)

Example behavior of the parti-game method

Query 2. No. of cells: 574. Trajectory length: 62.

(b)

Query 4. No. of cells: 574. Trajectory length: 52.

(c)

Query 6. No. of cells: 574. Trajectory length: 44

(d)

Fig. 2. The behavior of the parti-game method for a sequence of identical motion-planning queries for a zero-link (point) robot in a terrain
of size 100 100 with a step size of the local controller of one and a minimum cell size of three.

III. PARTI - GAME D IRECTED RRT S

Fig. 3. Example where PDRRTs find a trajectory to the intended
neighboring cell even if the parti-game method fails

We now describe a novel technique that combines the
advantages of RRTs and the parti-game method. Our
parti-game directed RRTs (PDRRTs) are based on the
parti-game method but use RRTs as local controllers.
PDRRTs can potentially plan faster and solve more
motion-planning problems than RRTs because the partigame method directs the searches performed by the
RRTs, which allows PDRRTs to solve more problems
than RRTs in terrain with low ε -goodness [12], where ε
is the minimum fraction of space visible over all points.
An example is terrain with small passages. PDRRTs can

also potentially plan faster and with less memory than
the parti-game method because RRTs are more capable
controllers than the simplistic controllers used by the
parti-game method, which allows PDRRTs to split fewer
cells than the parti-game method. The controllers of the
parti-game method just aim for the center of the intended
neighboring cell and can thus easily get stuck in front
of obstacles even if the neighboring cell can be reached.
This can make the current cell unsolvable and thus result
in the parti-game method splitting cells. Figure 3 shows
an example where the simplistic controllers of the partigame method get stuck but RRTs easily find a trajectory
to the intended neighboring cell, namely the upper-right
cell.
PDRRTs use RRTs as local controllers in the following way after the parti-game method has determined
which neighboring cell to move to: The start point is
the current point and the goal point is the center of
the desired neighboring cell. We impose a limit on the
number of nodes in the RRT (we use 250) to limit the
search time. In addition, we could impose a bounding
box beyond which the RRT cannot grow although we
did not do this in our experiments. Whenever our RRTs
add a node to the tree that belongs to the intended
neighboring cell, then the search terminates and they
return the trajectory to that node. If the RRTs fail to

find a trajectory to the desired neighboring cell within
the limit on the number of nodes, they could just
return failure, similar to the case when the simplistic
controllers of the parti-game method get stuck in front of
obstacles and thus fail to leave the current cell. However,
we found that we can reduce the run time of PDRRTs
if our RRTs return a trajectory to that node in the tree
that belongs to a different neighboring cell and whose
Euclidean distance to the goal point is minimal, similar
to the case when the simplistic controllers of the partigame method leave the current cell but reach a cell
that is different from the intended neighboring cell. Our
RRTs therefore return failure only if all nodes in the
tree belong to the current cell when it reaches the limit
on the number of nodes.
If the limit on the number of nodes is small, then the
RRTs need to strongly bias their search toward the goal
point to have a chance to find a trajectory to it. On the
other hand, if the limit on the number of nodes is large,
then they should not strongly bias their search toward
the goal point to avoid getting stuck in local minima.
We therefore bias our RRTs to grow toward the goal
point by returning the goal point (instead of a random
point) as sample point with the following probabilities
that depend on the limit N on the number of nodes:
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where Pmax , Pmin , Nmax and Nmin are parameters with
Pmax Pmin and Nmax Nmin . We use Pmax 1 00, Pmin
0 05, Nmax 200 and Nmin 50. To summarize, the
larger the limit on the number of nodes, the less greedy
and thus smarter the local controllers. Depending on
both this value and the minimum cell size, PDRRTs can
behave like RRTs, the parti-game method, or a hybrid.
PDRRTs behave like RRTs if both parameters have large
values and like the parti-game method if both parameters
have small values. This is an advantage of PDRRTs
because it allows them to behave more like RRTs for
easy motion-planning problems and more like the partigame method for harder motion-planning problems.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP AND I MPLEMENTATION
In order to compare PDRRTs, RRTs and the partigame method, we used motion-planning problems for
planar articulated robots [13]. An n-dimensional planar
articulated robot has n revolute joints and operates in
n 2-dimensional configuration space (one dimension
for each of the joint angles and two dimensions for
the x and y coordinates of one of the joints). Thus,
when we refer in the following to a 5D motion-planning
problem, we mean one with a three-link robot in planar

terrain. Each link is of the same length and thus the
robots get longer as the number of dimensions increases.
The kinematic constraints were given by a limited
angular range for each joint and the need to avoid
self-collisions. No dynamic constraints were enforced.
The robots operated in different kinds of terrain, shown
in Figure 4. Terrain (a) is a modification of the one
from [14] and requires sudden changes in direction,
especially for higher dimensional cases. Terrain (b) and
(c) are from [15] and have narrow passages. Terrain (d)
is from [16] and somewhat easier than the other ones
but, like the other ones, still has a small ε -goodness.
The goal region of each terrain was specified by ranges
of allowable joint angles and ranges for the x and y
coordinates. To measure the distance between two points
in the configuration space we used the weighted sum
of the squared differences of their n 2 coordinates
(“weighted Euclidean distance”). Our weights scaled
the squared difference of each pair of coordinates to
range from zero to one. For example, the weights of
all joint angles were 1  2π  . We used these particular
motion-planning problems because they allow us to
test the scaling of the various motion-planning methods
with respect to the dimensionality of the configuration
space without changing the basic nature of the motionplanning problems or losing generality.
Our implementation of RRTs uses the RRTExt
method with uni-directional search [11], similar to [17].
(It cannot use the RRTExt method with bi-directional
search since our motion-planning problems have goal
regions rather than goal points.) It uses kd-trees to
efficiently find the vertex on the tree that is closest to
the sample point [18]. The RRTs were biased to grow
toward the goal point by returning the goal point (instead
of a random point) as sample point with probability 0.05.
Our implementation of the parti-game method uses
kd-trees to find the neighbors of a cell efficiently. It
uses an efficient single-pass method to calculate the
minimax goal distances [19]. The local controllers are
implemented as follows: There are two actions for each
dimension available, which increase or decrease its value
by one step size. The parti-game method selects that
action that reduces the weighted Euclidean distance to
the center of the intended neighboring cell the most. It
then selects this action repeatedly as long as it continues
to reduce the weighted Euclidean distance. It selects a
new action and repeats the process when it no longer
reduces the weighted Euclidean distance. It returns when
the current cell is exited or a given amount of time has
passed. This way of selecting actions resuled in a better
trajectory quality than other action-selection strategies
that we experimented with.
Finally, our implementation of PDRRTs re-used our

Fig. 4.

Test terrains (a)-(d)

implementations of RRTs and the parti-game method
whenever possible.
AND

R ESULTS

We evaluate PDRRTs, RRTs and the parti-game
method according to how many motion-planning problems they can solve and, for the ones that they can
solve, how long it takes and how good the quality of
the resulting trajectory is. We used a step size of two
for the RRTs and a minimum cell size of five for the
parti-game method. Table 8 shows the run times of the
three motion-planning methods in our test terrains (a
dash indicates that at least one of the motion-planning
problems could not be solved within the cut-off time
of 60 CPU minutes), Table 10 shows the lengths of the
resulting trajectories, and Table 9 shows the number of
cells generated by PDRRTs and the parti-game method,
in all cases averaged over all motion-planning problems
that they solved in 20 runs within the cut-off time.

Fig. 6. Randomly generated terrain with a four-link robot at the start
location (upper-right corner) and a small square at the goal location
(lower-left corner)
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Earlier, we have hypothesized that PDRRTs are able
to solve more motion-planning problems than RRTs.
Indeed PDRRTs solved more motion-planning problems
within the cut-off time than RRTs and the parti-game
method, for example problems with four-link robots in
terrain (c) and, as shown in Figure 5, four-link robots
in terrain (b). For the latter motion-planning problems,
PDRRTs generate 35 cells in 3514.00 seconds before
they find a trajectory. PDRRTs appear to be at least
as good as RRTs and the parti-game method. (Note

Number of motion-planning problems solved in random

that we formulated this statement carefully because the
run time of PDRRTs was close to the cut-off time in
some cases where PDRRTs solved all motion-planning
problems but the other methods did not.) To be able
to quantify the advantage of PDRRTs over RRTs more
precisely, we tested all three motion-planning methods
also with zero- to five-link robots in 500 planar terrains
that were obtained by randomly generating and placing
between 8 to 16 rectangular obstacles into an empty
terrain of size 100 by 100, resulting in 2D to 7D motion
planning problems. Figure 6 shows an example. We
changed both the step size and the minimum cell size to
one for this experiment as it makes the largest number of
motion-planning problems solvable. Figure 7 shows that
PDRRTs solve more motion-planning problems within
the cut-off time than RRTs. For example, they solve
20 percent more motion-planning problems than RRTs
for the five-link robots. In comparison to the partigame method, PDRRTs seem to possess only marginally
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Trajectory lengths

time. The quality of the trajectories tends to improve, although the improvement is not monotonic
in time. For example, Figure 11 shows how the
length of the found trajectory changes over time
for a one-link robot in terrain (c). The trajectory
lengths are smaller for PDRRTs than they are for
the parti-game method. (For comparison purposes,
the average trajectory length is 504.00 for RRTs.)
They change no longer after 15 iterations for PDRRTs and 40 iterations for the parti-game method
if the trajectories are not post-processed, and after
7 interations for PDRRTs and 23 iterations for
the parti-game method if the trajectories are postprocessed. Thus, they converge earlier for PDRRTs
than for the parti-game method.
The length of the trajectories for a one-link robot
in terrain (c) is 3746.30 for PDRRTs without postprocessing. It can be reduced to 606.30 with postprocessing and to 402.38 by letting PDRRTs repeatedly
solve the same motion-planning problem. It cannot be
reduced much further even if both ways are combined.
In this case, post-processing is faster than letting PDRRTs repeatedly solve the same motion-planning problem
and the quality of the resulting trajectory is only slightly
worse.
D. Memory Consumption

greater solvability. The difference in the case of the fivelink robot is 6 percent which is not significant.
B. Run Time
Table 8 shows that PDRRTs seem to be faster than
RRTs and the parti-game method if the dimensionality
of the terrain is sufficiently large. This means, for example, that PDRRTs solve more motion-planning problems
than RRTs without being slower.
C. Trajectory Quality
Table 10 shows the lengths of the trajectories of
the three motion-planning methods. RRTs produce the
shortest trajectories, followed by PDRRTs and eventually the parti-game method. The trajectories of PDRRTs
and the parti-game method can be improved in two
different ways:
They can be improved with a simple postprocessing step that removes cycles since both
motion-planning methods can move back and forth
while splitting cells. Figure 2, for example, shows
such loops and meanders, whose removal can
greatly improve the trajectory.
They can also be improved by letting the motionplanning methods repeatedly solve the same
motion-planning problem. In this case, they refine
the terrain discretization and the trajectory over

In general, it is difficult to compare the memory
consumption of PDRRTs, RRTs, and the parti-game
method since RRTs and the parti-game method use
very different data structures. Table 9 therefore only
shows the number of cells generated by PDRRTs and
the parti-game method. Earlier, we have hypothesized
that PDRRTs generate fewer cells than the parti-game
method. This is indeed the case.
VI. PDRRT E XTENSIONS
Researchers have investigated various improvements
to RRTs and the parti-game method, all of which can
be used in the context of PDRRTs as well. Researchers
have, for example, investigated versions of RRTs that
take repeated steps toward the sample point until an
obstacle is encountered, instead of only a single step
[11]. They have also investigated versions of the partigame method that split cells in a different way than
the version used by us [19]. There are other ways how
one can improve PDRRTs. For example, whenever our
RRTs find trajectories to the intended neighboring cells,
one can cache them for later reuse. Whenever our RRTs,
during their search, find trajectories to neighboring cells
that are different from the intended neighboring cells,
one can cache them for later use in situations where
one actually wants to reach these cells. If one caches the
RRTs instead of the trajectories, one can even recover
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trajectories to the neighboring cells after cells have been
split. These improvements can potentially reduce the run
time of PDRRTs and are especially important for multiquery planning. One can also vary the step size of the
RRTs so that they use a small step size if the sizes of
the current and intended neighboring cells are small and
a larger step size if they are large. The idea behind this
suggestion is that small step sizes waste run time in large
cells but are necessary to find trajectories in small cells.
For example, the step size should not be larger than the
cell sizes. A simple heuristic thus is to set the step size
to some fraction of the cell sizes.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
PDRRTs relate to other research directions in motion planning. For example, PDRRTs use more sophisticated local controllers than the parti-game method.
The effect of local controllers has been studied in the
motion-planning literature in the context of probabilistic
roadmaps [20], that repeatedly generate random sample
points and then use the local controllers to connect them
to the existing roadmap. Thus, roadmaps call the local
controllers much more frequently than PDRRTs, which
explains why they tend not to use sophisticated and
thus slow local controllers. The caching of results from
previous queries has been studied in the motion-planning
literature in the context of RRTs that maintain the
trees between queries [21], but these rapidly-exploring
random forests need to prune the trees to be efficient.
Thus, PDRRTs have the potential to be faster multiquery planners than rapidly-exploring random forests.
In this paper, we propose a novel technique that
combines the advantages of RRTs and the parti-game
method. Our parti-game directed RRTs (PDRRTs) are
based on the parti-game method but use RRTs as local
controllers. PDRRTs differ from recent work that studied
hybrids of two different sampling techniques, such as
RRTs and probabilistic roadmaps [10], because they
provide a systematic and deterministic way of improving
the performance of RRTs. The core insight of this paper
is that the combination of sampling and systematic
techniques can result in very powerful motion-planning
techniques.

The motion-planning technique most closely related
to PDRRTs uses RRTs as local controllers for probabilistic roadmaps [10]. Both motion-planning techniques
can be used as single-query and multi-query planners.
Their main difference is that PDRRTs combine a systematic technique with RRTs (a sampling technique),
whereas the other motion-planning technique combines
another sampling technique with RRTs. Disadvantages
of combining two different sampling techniques are that
the performance of the resulting motion planner is very
sensitive to the choice of parameter values and can
completely degrade in difficult environments, as was
noted in both [10] and [22]. The performance of PDRRTs, in contrast, is more robust. It is insensitive to the
exact parameter values and does not completely degrade
in difficult environments because PDRRTs compensate
for the failure of RRTs by making additional calls
to the systematic technique, resulting in smaller cells
and thus additional guidance for the RRTs. Our paper
thus demonstrates that the combination of sampling
and systematic techniques can result in very powerful
motion-planning techniques.
VIII. F UTURE W ORK
While PDRRTs solve more motion-planning problems
than RRTs, they remain only probability-complete because their local controllers can fail to find trajectories
between cells even if they exist. It is future work to make
them resolution-complete. One could, for example, first
use the simplistic (but systematic) controllers of the
parti-game method in every cell and, only if they fail,
then switch to the (sampling-based) RRTs. One could
also use quasi-random number sequences, especially
incremental sequences [23], when generating “random”
sample points to grow the RRTs. This overcomes the
disadvantages of sampling-based methods while maintaining their strengths. It is also future work to perform
more extensive experiments with PDRRTs, for example,
with different motion-planning problems than the ones
that we used here and for the proposed improvements
of the basic PDRRT method. This is interesting because
the parti-game method has been reported not to work

well for manipulator-trajectory problems [24]. If this is
due to the fact that the simplistic local controllers of
the parti-game method tend not to reach the intended
neighboring cells in the presence of non-holonomic
kinematic or dynamic constraints, then PDRRTs with
their more sophisticated controllers might work well
even for manipulator-trajectory problems. In general, it
is important to understand better when the parti-game
method as well as motion-planning methods based on
the parti-game method, such as PDRRTs, perform well
and when they do not.
IX. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed parti-game directed RRTs
(PDRRTs) as a novel technique that combines rapidly
exploring random trees (RRTs), a graph-based discretization technique, and the parti-game method, a cellbased discretization technique. PDRRTs are based on
the parti-game method but use RRTs as local controllers rather than the simplistic controllers used by the
parti-game method. Our experimental results show that
PDRRTs plan faster and solve more motion-planning
problems than RRTs and plan faster and with less
memory than the parti-game method. We also described
several possible improvements of basic PDRRTs that
extend their applications, including a version that uses
RRTs with variable step sizes.
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